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Another important aspect of secure attachment is 
that, when distressed, a person can both emotionally reg-
ulate on their own, and can also co-regulate and receive 
support from their partners. People functioning from a 
securely attached style are better able to take care of their 
own needs as well as ask their partners to help out. In my 
psychotherapy practice, I've noticed that more securely 
attached partners are often better able to set healthy 
boundaries. They truly say no when they mean no and 
yes when they mean yes. To me, this is the. foundation of 

true consent. 
Research has also shown that having a secure 

attachment style as an adult is correlated with higher 
levels of relationship satisfaction and balance, 12 higher 
levels of empathy, respect and forgiveness for partners, 13 

and higher levels of sexual satisfaction when compared 
to people who are insecurely attached in their rela-
tionships.14 Additionally, having a secure base with a 
partner can increase sexploration, a term coined to 
describe "the degree to which a person co-constructs 
a sex-positive, supportive, and safe environment with 
their partner(s)."'5 If you've · been to one of my talks 
on attachment you "ll h h , WI ave eard me say that secure 
attachment is the new sexy! 
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I find it easy to make emotional con 1-nec ions 
with others. 
I enjoy being close with others. 
I am comfortable depending on others a d h . n avrng 
others depend on me. 
I don't often worry about being abandoned or about 
someone getting too close to me. 
If I am in distress I can easily turn to my attachment 
figure for comfort and support. 
I am aware and accepting of my partners' strengths 
and shortcomings, and I treat them wi th love 
and respect. 
During conflict or disagreement, I am able to take 
responsibility for my part, apologize when needed, 
clear up misunderstandings, apply problem-solving 
strategies and forgive when needed. 
I do well with the transition of going from being by 
myself to then being together with a partner, and I 
also do well with the transition of going from being 
together to then being alone again. 

When Attachment Needs Are Not Met 

So far, I've described the optimal situations for attachment 
in childhood and then adulthood-but approximately 
half the time, this ideal is far from achieved, leading to 
the three different expressions of insecure attachment: 
avoidant, anxious and disorganized. In general, with 
these three different insecure styles, regardless of what 
specific insecure adaptations a child develops, they will 
go on to have difficulty with certain relational skills and 
personal capacities. A person with any of the insecure 
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styles will usually struggle with regulating their own 
emotional states in healthy ways. They may deactivate, 
suppress or deny their emo~ions, or they m_ay hyperacti-
vate and inflame their emot10ns, and be easily taken over 

by emotional states. 
We learn how to self-regulate through our connec-

tions with our attachment figures. So, if our parents were 
unable to regulate their own emotions (whether from 
their current stress levels or their previous unresolved 
trauma), and therefore couldn't support us in regulating 
our own emotions, we lost a foundational developmental 
experience. In the absence of the foundational neu-
ropsychological experience of receiving soothing and 
emotional regulation from our parents, as adults we then 
have to learn these difficult developmental tasks on our 
own. We have to figure out how to identify and articulate 
our emotional states and then find ways to self-soothe 
as a healthy response· instead of pulling away, shutting 
down or lashing out in emotional reactivity. We also need 
to learn how to healthily rely on others and to figure out 
when it's appropriate to seek support from them to help 
regulate our emotions. 

_Children who experienced an insecure attachment 
enVJ~onmen~, regardless of which style they adopted, 
~an mternahze the beliefs that to some degree the world 
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natural ebbs and flows th at adu lt romantic relationships 
inevitably produce. Resea rch also demonstrates that peo-
ple with insecure a ttachment styles in adulthood struggle 
with relationship satisfaction. '6 They find it hard to trust 
their partners, forgi ve them and respond intentionally 
instead of reacting out of habit. They also face challenges 
when it comes to commitment, whether they tend to com-
mit too soon or not commit at all. 

······································································: 
A Caveat to the Attachment Styles 

Before you read the next section, which describes the 
three different insecure styles, there are several important 
points that I'd like for you to keep in mind. 
• Attachment wounds can occur for many reasons, 

and it is imperative to emphasize that attachment 
ruptures are not always the fault of one's attach-
ment figures. Attachment theory is not about 
parent blaming. Disruptions in attachment can 
occur for various reasons outside of the attach-
ment figures ' control: physical or mental illness, 
hospitalizations, accidents, the needs of other 
children or family members in the home, death, 
poverty, housing instability, war and other social 
factors. I give a more in-depth analysis of the 
different levels of potential attachment ruptures in 
Chapter Three. 

• Attachment styles are not static! If you experi-
enced an insecurely attached childhood you can 
still go on to have healthy securely attached adult 
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h t Styles are not rigid identities to , Attac men 

k These different insecure styles are not ta eon. 
late all of the time and they are not how you re 

h t tality of who you are. I often hear people t e o .d ,, 
describe themselves as "I am an avm ant or 
"I am anxiously attached," seeing themselves 
wholly through this one lens. We can also 
do this to our partners, labeling them and 
everything they do as a result of them "being 
an avoidant" or "being preoccupied," etc. 

, From a narrative therapy perspective, this would 
be a form of essentializing in which someone takes 
one part of their identity or experience and sees 
it as the entirety of who they are. To me, this also 
exposes the paradox of labels. Labeling ourselves 
or even receiving a diagnosis can be very helpful. 
It can give important clarity and definition to the 
struggles that we have been facing. Whether it be a 
personality type, a medical condition, a psychiatric 
diagnosis or an astrology chart, finding ourselves 
in a certain type can be refreshing. We may feel 
that our experience is no longer mysterious or 
juSt limited to us, but is actually understood, 
well-articulated and even shared with others. For 
som~, reading about a certain attachment style 
can literally p t th · . . h. . u eir entire hfe and relationship 
istory mto context, liberating them from the idea 
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that they are broken or helplessly doomed to never 
have relationship success. Instead, they ca n see 
themselves as a person who has wisely taken on a 
certain attachment adaptation and they ca n feel 
empowered to change that adaptation and choose 
a more secure path from wh ich to move forward . 

Conversely, labeling or receiving a diagnosis 
can also confine us into rigid ca tegories that may 
restrict our sense of self or obscure the fullness 
of who we are. Labels can easily keep us stuck 
in the mindset of this is who I am, and so this 
is who I will continue to be. Instead of seeing 
ourselves as someone who struggles with anxiety, 
we see ourselves as anxiety itself. Instead of seeing 
ourselves as someone who is battling depression, 
we see ourselves as depression itself. So, when 
reading about attachment styles, please identify 
with what feels useful, and please be mindful of 
rigidly identifying yourself or others. We are more 
than the problems we face. 

, You might relate to more than one style. Some 
people see themselves in two, three or even all 
four of the styles. You might function from a more 
secure style most of the time, but then act out a 
particular insecure style while under stress, or 
you might experience different attachment styles 
depending on who you are relating to. Many of 
us have different attachment styles in relation to 
each of our parents, for example-we might have 
felt very secure with one parent, but insecure 
with another. The styles of our partners also have 
an impact on our own attachment expression. A 
partner with a dismissive attachment style might 
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unskilled or even harmful behaviors on t e act 
of tllem having a certain attachment style. Please 
don't do tllis! If you are acting out in harmful ways 
towards yourself, your partners or anyone you're 
in contact witll, please take your traumas and 
wounds seriously and seek professional support. 
Cycles of violence, abuse or neglect can undoubt-
edly be broken when the right support is in place. 

····································································· 
Insecure Attachment Styles 

In this section, I will first present the three insecure styles 
in the typology in which they are commonly presented by 
other authors. However, some researchers and theorists 
have moved away from using the traditional four-type 
attachment typology, proposing instead that attachment 
plays out over the two dimensions of attachment anxi-
ety and attachment avoidance. This two-dimensional 
perspective can be a more precise way of understanding 
the different expres · f h s10ns o t e secure and insecure 
attachment styles h · h I . • ' w ic will present after the three 
msecure styles. 
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'fhc Avoidant/Dismissivc Attachment Style 

Avoidant Attachment in Childhood 

n 

The avoidant and anxious styles were first observed in 
children by Mary Ainsworth in 1978 through her Strange 
Situation Procedure. '7 In these experiments, in fa nts and 
young children were observed with their primary attach-
ment figure (usually the mother) in a room filled wi th 
toys. Each child was at times alone with their parent in 
the room, then left alone with a stranger while the parent 
stepped out of the room for several minutes. Of particular 
interest were how much the child explored the room of 
toys, how much anxiety the child felt when left alone with 
the stranger and how the child responded to first being 
separated and then reunited with their parent. The child's 
response to separation and reunion became the primary 
way of assessing secure and insecure attachment. 

Children with a secure attachment were observed 
as comfortable exploring the room of toys while their 
parents were present, at ease interacting with strangers 
when parents were present and then expressing healthy 
attachment distress when their parents left the room, fol-
lowed by relief and comfort when their parents returned. 

The children who were classified with the avoidant 
attachment pattern were observed as being distant 
from their caretakers, showing little to no distress upon 
separation, expressing little interest in the parents upon 
reunion, and even showing little preference for being with 
their parents versus the stranger. These children were 
less likely to explore the room of toys and often preferred 
to play by themselves. Interestingly, the seemingly unaf-
fected demeanor of these children, who were physically 






























